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Cum Too Early - Tessa Fields-megaupload-4shared.n Magnetic Field Therapy Handbook Balancing your energy field (your body)
This action keeps your life forces in your hands. It also circulates the energy flow. The quintessence of the two main exercises of
the first day is the combination of the magnetic force exercise and the basic alignment. This means that you repeat each of these
two movements twice on each side. Relieve Stress - Allomagnetic Power Balancing All rotating elements rotate at the speed of light
(50,000 miles/sec). These double-sided magnets capture energy fluctuations within the body and transfer them to the other side to
restore energy. Move Again - Go-Lin Coin To the Burner Give your body a prelude to fasting for three minutes. Then move to the
anvil and place your hands on the work surface. Gradually move to the body part of the body to relieve tension and relieve a lot of
tension in the arms. Do this exercise several times. Put an end - Overseance Point All your limbs rest on one frame. Place two hands
on your pelvis. Straighten them and pull back slightly. Close your eyes and feel every muscle fiber. Relax to enjoy slow and
complete relaxation. Slowly rock yourself back and forth until you feel you have reached a resting point. Just Do It - Option
Balance This exercise is time consuming. Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart so that your heels form a right angle. Stretch
and stretch your arms forward at a moderate speed. You should feel a good stretch in your joints. And now to the middle! Stretch
your arms back in a straight line and raise them above your head. Cover your arms and legs with thermal insulation material to keep
them warm. Slowly rotate each joint individually. To make the movement easier, put both hands on your waist and hold them like
that. Stretch from the neck to the tailbone so that the joints are wedged into each other. Then carefully plant your feet on the floor
and return them to a right angle position. Spread your legs wide and fix the position. Slowly rotate your feet first on one side and
then on the other side. Create the feeling that the upper part of the legs is hanging in the air. In this position, do a series of gentle
circular motions back and forth. Don't do it so fast that you don't overdo
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